Minutes of Meeting

Project

Software Patterns

Responsible Ivica Pađen
Attended by
Antonio
Joanne
Shaibal
Ivica
Jasenko
Marko
Stipe

Location
Sweden
Sweden
Sweden
Croatia
Croatia
Croatia
Croatia

Date

17/10/2010

Start-end time

18:00-19:30

Location /type

Videoconference
(Croatia, Sweden)

Remarks

Purpose: Meeting was held to decide about open questions referring graphical user interface implementation,
to clarify misunderstandings and to deliver tasks to be done until next meeting.

1.

Eclipse IDE version discussion

Since Eclipse Helios IDE provides more possibilities for design of user interfaces, Antonio proposed it to be
projects IDE. Current produced code would be transferred from Galileo to Helios and no compatibility
issues would be expected. If Galileo IDE version is necessary, code implementation can be transferred back
to Galileo after user interfaces have been created. Just in case, topic will be discussed with Paderborn team.

2.

Graphical user interface discussion

There were some suggestions by the Croatian team members how current user interface of the main
window(proposed in a design description document) should be changed. First proposal was to remove
search controls from the main window since user will mainly use navigation through tree-like structure of
catalog. Search should be available through main window toolbar menu and keys shortcut. Second proposal
was concerned of the description of a selected pattern. Jasenko proposed that text description and figure
description could be in the same scrollable area. On top of the description there could be links to parts of the
description (like bookmarks in a pdf document). Optionally, user could be able to order description parts
while editing certain pattern or adding a new one. Third proposal referred to colors of current design. Marko
suggested that interface should be less vivid and more unified with classic Eclipse and POSE plug-ins.
All proposals were accepted on both sides.
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3.

New ideas notification

If alternative better idea comes to mind of a certain team member during the progress of implementation
he/she should notice other members. Idea will be presented on the wiki pages where team member should
provide short description in “News” section and more detailed description should be provided in a document
inside a specific folder on SVN server.

4.

Tasks delegation until next meeting

Each meeting participant got task to fulfill until the next meeting. Tasks are to explore certain topic and find
out how it should be utilized within the project. Topics are distributed as follows.
Sweedish team - GUI (graphical designer with MVC)
Jasenko - Persistence
Marko - MVC architecture
Stipe - Views
Ivica - Documentation tools & way to impose code conventions

5.

Next meeting

Jasenko volunteered to create Doodle poll for arrangement of the next meeting which should be held in the
first half of the incoming week.
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